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Bank of Latvia International Conference "Economic Adjustment under Sovereign Debt 
Crisis: Can Experience of the Baltics Be Applied to Others?"


The international conference organized by the Bank of Latvia brought together 
foreign and domestic economic policy makers, market players and scientists to 
discuss the experience of several countries which could help to overcome the 
current crisis. 


The fi rst part of the conference dealt with policy responses to the global eco nomic 
crisis. The experience of Latvia, currently the fastest growing economy in the EU, was universally recognized as 
successful. Following the opening remarks of the Bank of Latvia Governor Ilmārs Rimšēvičs and the welcoming 
address by Latvia's Prime Minister Valdis Dombrovskis, Hans-Joachim Klöckers, Deputy Director General of 
DG Economics of the European Central Bank named the key features of the Baltic experience. First, signifi cantly 
greater wage fl exibility supported faster ad justments in competitiveness and was mirrored in price developments. 
Second, more prudent fi scal policies helped to stabilize debt earlier and to improve current account balance 
rapidly. He urged Latvia, among other things, to continue fi scal consolidation to meet the EDP commitments, 
strengthen the fi scal framework to avoid pro-cyclical policies as well as to pursue structural reforms to rebalance 
the economy towards the tradable sector and improve the functioning of the labour market. The Governor of the 
Bank of Finland Erkki Liikanen analyzed the European economic slowdown as a consequence of the previous 
misperceptions. PIMCO Managing Director Andrew Bosomworth emphasized the need of a democratic fi scal 
authority to complete the EMU while Latvia's Finance Minister Andris Vilks cautioned against populism and 
highlighted the advantages of public spending cuts as compared to tax rises within the frame work of a frontloaded 
fi scal adjustment. 


In the second part of the conference scientists analyzed and evaluated the experience of Ireland, Spain, Estonia 
and Latvia. The task of the panel discussion was to determine whether Latvia's experience in overcoming the 
crisis could be applied to other countries as well. Prof. Frank Barry of Trinity College Dublin analyzed the im-
ple mentation and consequences of expansionary fi scal contraction in Ireland while Prof. Xavier Sala-i-Martin 
of Columbia University discussed the lack of thereof in Spain. Prof. Raul Eamets, Head of the Institute of 
Economics at the University of Tartu, introduced the Estonian experience: very strong political commitment, 
strong government, weak trade unions and fl exible labour market. Prof. Anders Åslund of Peterson Institute for 
International Economics concluded with the lessons drawn from Latvia: credible action to restore the confi dence, 
early fi scal adjustment relying primarily on spending cuts, structural reforms and suffi cient international rescue 
fi nancing. 


Conference participants agreed that there was no universal solution for eliminating the consequences of the 
crisis that could be equally suc cessfully applied 
in all countries. First, both Latvia and Estonia had 
a commitment to join the euro zone that strongly 
motivated the realization of the necessary reforms. 
However, the Southern European countries are 
already part of the euro zone and therefore lack this 
in centive. The second major issue is fl exibility of 
both the labour market and wages. This fl exibility 
is very large in Latvia and Estonia, but not so in 
the Southern European countries. Consequently, 
the les sons from the Baltics, although important 
and ultimately deserving a respective place in 
economic textbooks, are not fully applicable to 
the Southern European economies.
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In October, annual infl ation reached its minimum level 
since autumn 2010, dropping to 1.6%. Competition among 
com munication services providers and sales campaigns for 
alcoholic beverages as well as a more notable decline in fuel 
prices exerted downward pressures on infl ation; therefore, it 
was lower than expected. 
Core infl ation was negative both month-on-month and year-
on-year and it was substantially affected by the competing 
mobile communication operators reducing their service 
prices. 
Some of the factors having a downward effect on infl ation 
in October were short-lived (e.g. the prices of beverages, 
fuel), whereas some were longer lasting (e.g. communication 
service prices). Because of the latter, the infl ation of the 
coming months could also turn out to be lower than previously 
forecasted. 


At a time when the global growth remains unstable and the 
ag gregate demand in external markets is low, the exports of 
Latvian goods have maintained impressive annual and third-
quarter growth rates as a result of regained competitiveness. 
Latvia's annual export growth reached 16.5% in September, 
which is an outstanding achievement, particularly given the 
in  stability in the external environment.
The highest growth in September was reported for the exports 
to Germany, Russia, Norway and the Netherlands. In recent 
months, Latvian exports outside the EU have been growing 
particularly fast. At this juncture, this diversifi ed structure 
of Latvian exports helps to compensate, at least in part, the 
weakening in the demand for imports in some EU countries.


Infl ation reaches a new low


Exports still on a signifi cant rise in September


The fl ash estimate suggests that Latvia has maintained eco-
nomic momentum despite the general slowdown in Europe: 
the annual growth rate of 5.3% in Q3 was even slightly higher 
than in the previous quarter. 
One of the factors explaining Latvia's good economic per-
formance was the relatively successful economic development 
of its main trade partners which helped to sustain a high ex-
ternal demand. Moreover, recently, signifi cant improvement 
in private consumption has contributed notably to GDP 
growth. Analysing by sector, decent results were also reported 
in agriculture, manufacturing and construction. 
Looking forward, we still expect growth to slow down some-
what in the last months of the year. Yet even with a lower 
growth rate, Latvia has a good chance to remain among the 
fastest growing EU countries.


GDP growth holds up well despite external weakening












2. Macroeconomic Data
Reporting 


period
Data (%)


Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
(quarter-on-quarter growth; seasonally adjusted) 
09.11.2012 GDP rate of growth up in the third quarter  


2012 Q3
(fl ash estimate)  


1.7


State budget 
Tax revenue (current month; year-on-year growth) 
General government expenditure (since the beginning of the year, year-on-year growth)


 
2012 X
2012 X


 
7.2
4.0


Consumer price changes  
Consumer Price Index CPI (month-on-month growth) 
12-month average annual infl ation (to comply with the Maastricht Criteria) 
08.11.2012 Infl ation reaches a new minimum  


 
2012 X
2012 X


 
0.0 
2.7


Foreign trade  
Exports (year-on-year growth) 
Imports (year-on-year growth) 
09.11.2012 In September export still on the rise  


 
2012 IX 
2012 IX 


16.5 
3.0


Balance of payments 
Current account balance (ratio to GDP) 
Foreign direct investment in Latvia (net fl ows; % of GDP) 
12.11.2012 A surplus in Latvia's current account in September  


 
2012 Q2 
2012 Q2 


 
–2.7 
1.1


Industrial output 
Working day-adjusted industrial output index (year-on-year growth) 
06.11.2012 Increased diversifi cation in manufacturing lowers future risks   


 
2012 IX


 
4.6


Retail trade turnover 
Retail trade turnover at constant prices (year-on-year growth) 
30.10.2012 Several positive aspects observed in connection with the trade data of the 
most recent months  


 
2012 IX


 
7.9


Employment and unemployment 
Registered unemployment (share in working age population) 
14.11.2012 Unemployment decreased sharply; further decreases depend on overcoming 
structural problems  


 
2012 X


 
10.7


Monetary indicators 
Broad money M3 (year-on-year) 
21.11.2012 Financial means available to businesses on the rise  


2012 X 4.0


 


 Source: Treasury, Central Statistical Bureau of the Republic of Latvia, and Bank of Latvia data.
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http://www.macroeconomics.lv/gdp-rate-growth-third-quarter

http://www.macroeconomics.lv/inflation-reaches-new-minimum

http://www.macroeconomics.lv/september-export-still-rise

http://www.macroeconomics.lv/surplus-latvia-s-current-account-september

http://www.macroeconomics.lv/increased-diversification-manufacturing-lowers-future-risks

http://www.macroeconomics.lv/unemployment-decreased-sharply-further-decreases-depend-overcoming-structural-problems

http://www.macroeconomics.lv/several-positive-aspects-observed-connection-trade-data-most-recent-months

http://www.macroeconomics.lv/financial-means-available-businesses-rise









